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Abstract: The purpose of this study is to provide a detailed performance comparison of feature detector/descriptor
methods, particularly when their various combinations are used for image-matching. The localization experiments of a
mobile robot in an indoor environment are presented as a case study. In these experiments, 3090 query images and 127
dataset images were used. This study includes five methods for feature detectors (features from accelerated segment test
(FAST), oriented FAST and rotated binary robust independent elementary features (BRIEF) (ORB), speeded-up robust
features (SURF), scale invariant feature transform (SIFT), and binary robust invariant scalable keypoints (BRISK)) and
five other methods for feature descriptors (BRIEF, BRISK, SIFT, SURF, and ORB). These methods were used in 23
diﬀerent combinations and it was possible to obtain meaningful and consistent comparison results using the performance
criteria defined in this study. All of these methods were used independently and separately from each other as either
feature detector or descriptor. The performance analysis shows the discriminative power of various combinations of
detector and descriptor methods. The analysis is completed using five parameters: (i) accuracy, (ii) time, (iii) angle
diﬀerence between keypoints, (iv) number of correct matches, and (v) distance between correctly matched keypoints.
In a range of 60◦ , covering five rotational pose points for our system, the FAST-SURF combination had the lowest
distance and angle diﬀerence values and the highest number of matched keypoints. SIFT-SURF was the most accurate
combination with a 98.41% correct classification rate. The fastest algorithm was ORB-BRIEF, with a total running time
of 21,303.30 s to match 560 images captured during motion with 127 dataset images.
Key words: Feature detectors and descriptors, performance evaluation, performance metrics, localization, object
matching

1. Introduction
Acquiring beneficial information from visual sensors for indoor robots is crucial. In order to get information
capable of representing the real world with minimum detail loss, robots use various computer vision algorithms:
object detection, segmentation, and recognition. These algorithms work by matching and obtaining structural
or inferred information about objects. Then, relating these separate low-level information sets, the algorithm
constructs a framework in order to obtain semantic information. In this context, semantic information is
necessary for robots, machines, or digital systems to make sense of numerical data, such as understanding what
∗ Correspondence:
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is happening in a scene. Consequently, semantic information requires more computational eﬀort and deeper
knowledge representation than low-level computations (i.e. edge or color detection).
Image-matching is the first step and the main operation for obtaining semantic information from visual
data. On the other hand, image-matching is still a challenging problem for real-time applications because of
the amount of the data to be processed. One can briefly summarize the process of image-matching as follows:
1) Constructing an appropriate feature database for the desired application.
2) Streaming live/recorded video or loading images from a database to the system.
3) Computing/extracting the features of frames that are grabbed/captured from streamed live/recorded
video or loaded images.
4) Comparing the computed/extracted features of received frames.
5) Decision-making about the quality of the matches, achieved by comparison, considering accuracy of the
matched features.
Furthermore, our work includes an algorithm for obtaining semantic information applicable to mobile
robots in known indoor environments. In order to develop and test this algorithm, a visual indoor dataset
of an indoor oﬃce environment was created (https://web.itu.edu.tr/bayraktare/Visual Indoor Dataset.rar),
consisting of 3090 images. Various oﬃce objects were specified within this database to match these objects with
query images. Images with a single object in each image, without any occlusions, were selected to be compared
by query images, for a total of 127 images. This elimination process was performed to obtain excellent ground
truth templates.
The main goal of this study is to provide detailed performance comparisons of various feature detector/descriptor combinations in terms of accuracy, time, angle diﬀerences between matched keypoints, number
of correct matches, and distance between matches. After obtaining these scores, a localization experiment
for a limited trajectory consisting of a path containing 560 images was performed with the most appropriate
combination, applying robustness as a criterion. In order to find the location of the robot accurately, 3 height
levels within a 30 ◦ angle of view are taken into account. Hence, the localization algorithm may give six possible
results for the same point. The robustness score for the localization is obtained by calculating the average score
of the angle diﬀerences between matched keypoints, mainly (i) number of correct matches and (ii) distance
between matches. By using the output of the localization process, it is possible to determine the location of the
robot within a hypothetical cube that contains the 6 possible coordinates as boundary points. For this reason,
scale and rotation performance of feature detector/descriptor methods (i.e. invariant to scale and position) are
important for our localization algorithm.
This paper is organized as follows. First, previous studies about feature detector/descriptor algorithms
and performance evaluation of these methods are given in Section 2. Then in Section 3, the datasets and the
methods used in this study are explained. Next, performance results are given in Section 4, and finally, future
work is discussed in Section 5.
2. Related work
In the literature, there is a wide range of studies based on feature detector/descriptor combinations. A feature
in an image can be defined as a specific 2-dimensional structure composed of a detector and a descriptor. In
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this structure, the detector finds the repeatable interest points, and the descriptor is a distinctive specification
that is obtained by computing each detected feature, which can be matched between diﬀerent images.
SIFT [1] is a feature-extraction method that is invariant to scale and rotation. In order to detect local
features, SIFT applies a series of diﬀerence-of-Gaussian (DoG) filters in multiple scales. Additionally, the SIFT
descriptor is composed of a 4 × 4 array of gradient orientation histograms weighed by the gradient magnitude. A
faster and more robust method than SIFT, as presented in [2], the SURF detector approximates the determinant
of a Hessian matrix, which will give a local maximum. The SURF descriptor is a 64-dimensional vector obtained
by summing Haar wavelet coeﬃcients over 4 × 4 pixels around the keypoint. BRIEF [3] is a binary descriptor
based on pairwise intensity comparison. The detector part of ORB [4] applies the FAST detector in a Gaussian
pyramid; ORB’s descriptor is the same as BRIEF, with rotation and scale invariances. As described in [5,6],
FAST is a detection method that is actually used to detect corners. The detector part of BRISK [7] computes a
FAST score and BRISK’s descriptor contains concatenated brightness results tests with a binary string; it has
the rotation and scale invariant property, unlike BRIEF.
The system proposed in [8] investigates the detector and descriptor methods for photogrammetric applications by comparing 5 interest point detectors and two region detectors/descriptors. The performance evaluation
is realized by counting the number of correctly detected interest points and their locations with stereo pairs
for these detector/descriptor combinations without considering time performance. In [9], the authors analyzed
diﬀerent detector/descriptor combinations with 7 detectors and 2 descriptors, with the aim of finding the best
combination. They used a dataset that included 60 scenes from 119 positions with 19 diﬀerent illumination conditions. Using a performance measure computed from the area under receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curve, they concluded that DoG, or maximally stable extremal regions (MSER) [10] detector with a SIFT or
DAISY [11] descriptor, is the best combination. The researchers in [12] only compared the binary descriptors
and their combinations without giving any details about total performance of diﬀerent combinations and their
working synergy. They assumed SIFT results as the ground truth throughout their benchmarking experiments.
The performance evaluation results were obtained by matching the given images and pixel-based distance values
of the corresponding points. Another local descriptor comparison is given in [13] for only 4 methods. These
4 methods are based on the Harris aﬃne detector [14] and they are compared with regard to the complexity
of individual parameters and usage areas with detection rate. Their comparison also includes an evaluation
criterion based on the ROC curves. In addition to the comparison of local detectors and descriptors, [15] investigates the performance of the algorithms in terms of two properties, robustness and distinctiveness, using a
unified framework. The framework is composed of two steps. The first step is a detector evaluation criterion,
and the repeatability score for 6 detectors. The second step is a descriptor evaluation criterion that considers
the distinctiveness. Moreover, in the context of image search and fine-grained classification, [16] provides the
performance assessment results in terms of accuracy and time by proposing new approaches, such as modifying
Harris, Hessian, and DoG detectors.
In addition to the studies that focused on the performance analysis of feature detector/descriptor combinations intended to perform object recognition as mentioned above, the main purpose of the following study is
to measure the performance of these combinations in simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) methods.
For example, in [17], the eﬀects of diﬀerent detector/descriptor combinations on RGB-depth SLAM methods are
given. The performance evaluations of these methods are investigated in terms of accuracy and running time
per frame. Another study [18] compares the performance of the detector/descriptor combinations in a visual
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SLAM application with two datasets being used as diﬀerent motion scenarios. This study includes the eﬀects of
6 feature descriptors on a graph-based visual SLAM algorithm according to localization accuracy and motion
speed of the camera for real-time performance. The results clearly show that SIFT and BRIEF perform the
best regarding accuracy and speed, respectively. Unlike the aforementioned studies, [19] examines the eﬀects
on JPEG compression for diﬀerent feature detector/descriptor combinations. In order to test their 60 combinations (composed of 10 detectors and 6 descriptors) by evaluating the performance of their algorithm with
mean average precision (mAP) scores, they used the VLBenchmarks framework, which tests feature detectors
and descriptors (http://www.vlfeat.org/benchmarks/). Similar to [12], the study in [20] compares performance
evaluation results from aﬃne covariant region detectors using structured and textured scenes under diﬀerent
conditions, such as viewpoint and scale changes, illumination, and blurring variations. This comprehensive study
assesses the performance in terms of measuring the repeatability of the detector’s performance in determining
the corresponding scene region and the accuracy with respect to shape, scale, and localization.
To our knowledge, our study includes one of the most comprehensive comparisons available because we
give 23 feature detector/descriptor performance evaluation results in terms of accuracy and speed. In addition,
we present 19 feature detector/descriptor combinations with respect to the number of correct matches, mean
angle diﬀerence between keypoints, and minimum distance metrics. However, it should be noted that while
[8,9,12,13] examine detector/descriptor combinations similar to our work, the number of combinations in those
studies is less than in the experiment herein. In addition, these studies used a limited number of performance
metrics in their comparison scenarios. It should be also noted that in studies [17,18], the researchers focused on
the SLAM problem; they were not interested in extracting or forming semantic information from the segmented
object information. Using a limited number of combinations, performance metrics, and dataset images restrict
the scope and applicability of the mentioned studies. For this reason, the results of the present study could be
considered more extensive.
3. Data and methodology
Details about the dataset and query images acquired for this study are given in this section. The query
image dataset was created by grabbing 555 × 480 pixel indoor images using a low-cost complementary metaloxide semiconductor camera in an indoor environment and rotating the camera by 15 ◦ with an apparatus at
predetermined points for 3 height levels. In addition, the dataset contains the template images that will be
matched with the query images. These template images were chosen from the query image dataset to form
a reliable subset of ground truth images. Figure 1a shows the image-grabbing process and the hypothetical
volumetric location cube, and the objects in the template images are given in Figure 1b. A collage of query
images grabbed from two points is displayed in Figure 1c.
As mentioned earlier, the experiments include a total of 6 detector/descriptor methods independent from
each other, resulting in 23 diﬀerent combinations. It is commonly accepted that 4 of these methods (SIFT,
SURF, BRISK, and ORB), which contain both detector and descriptor parts, consist of similar content and the
general flow of the algorithms can be given in 4 steps as follows:
1) Scale-space representation.
2) Keypoint localization.
3) Orientation assignment.
4) Keypoint descriptor operation.
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Figure 1. a. Demonstration of grabbing images from the environment and the localization of the mobile robot in a
hypothetical location cube. b. Part of the template image dataset. c. A sequence of query image dataset grabbed from
2 points.

In other words, one can summarize the first three of these steps as detector operations, and the last one
as a descriptor operation. It has to be emphasized that not all of the methods contain both a detector and
a descriptor. For example, FAST is only a detector method, while BRIEF is only a descriptor method. The
detector and descriptor parts of the combination can be taken from the same or diﬀerent algorithms (i.e. same
method: SIFT-SIFT, diﬀerent method: SIFT-BRISK). There is no obligation to alternate the parts or select
the same algorithm. The list of combinations was compiled with a practical sense of application and algorithm
synergy.
Before obtaining the performance results of a combination of methods between query and template
images, our algorithm includes two elimination steps in order to avoid trivial results. In the first step, the FAST
method is used to detect the keypoints of the query image. Then the algorithm applies a hysteresis threshold
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that eliminates images in which the number of keypoints is not between the lower and the upper threshold
values. In the second step, histogram comparison results are used to eliminate unapproved query images before
matching process. Thus, the same number of matching results for all combinations is obtained, which provides
identical conditions for a fair comparison platform. After a satisfactory matching score is achieved, the robot
location is determined approximately in a hypothetical cube.
In order to visualize experimental localization results, two diﬀerent tools are used. Figure 2a demonstrates
the mobile robot’s path during its flight in the oﬃce room and Figure 2b displays the same path within a virtual
reality environment. The red symbols indicate the recognized location of the robot, which means a query image
is matched with a template image. One can see from Figure 1a that there are many more recognized points at
the last stage of the movement than the beginning. This is because the speed of the robot was higher in the
beginning, and then it slowed down towards the end.
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Start
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0

−0.5
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0.5

1
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2
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Figure 2. Localization experiment results. a. Path followed by the mobile robot in 3D coordinates. b. Path followed
by mobile robot using a diﬀerent visualization tool.

4. Performance analysis
This section demonstrates the performance results using diﬀerent parameters, such as time for total computation,
number of matches per second, and accuracy (given in the Table) and mean keypoint angle diﬀerences, number
of correct matches, and distance metrics of matches (given in Figure 3).
In order to create the Table, we compared all query images grabbed from the indoor environment with
template images chosen from the query images. Thus, we observed the parameter changes when an image pair
(query and template) is related according to the position/rotation. The third column of the Table, which shows
total running time of the algorithm in seconds, means the time passed until the robot finished the same number
of image comparison processes using diﬀerent combinations on the same path between 560 query images and
127 template images, or a total of 71,120 compared images. The last column is the time passed in seconds to
correctly match per features extracted by diﬀerent feature detector/descriptor combinations. It is clear from
the Table that ORB was the fastest combination for both keypoint detector and descriptor. On the other
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Table. Performance results for all combinations.

Keypoint
detector
type

ORB

SURF

SIFT

FAST

BRISK

Parameters utilized in performance
Keypoint
Run time of the
descriptor type algorithm [s]
BRIEF
21303.30
BRISK
23461.68
SIFT
97603.70
SURF
79391.06
ORB
21330.02
BRIEF
32277.70
BRISK
35133.18
SIFT
196487.67
SURF
79135.06
ORB
35074.99
BRIEF
30938.27
BRISK
32422.06
SIFT
45919.05
SURF
35319.08
BRIEF
23355.70
BRISK
33752.85
SIFT
56154.36
SURF
37357.53
ORB
22734.26
BRIEF
20517.53
SIFT
34284.95
SURF
26043.99
ORB
23335.77

analysis
%
Accuracy
62.83%
74.28%
72.28%
97.90%
63.62%
62.36%
63.52%
68.82%
89.54%
63.78%
62.73%
64.67%
62.31%
98.41%
62.52%
63.20%
72.44%
88.30%
62.62%
64.62%
86.61%
80.32%
69.76%

Number of groundtruth images
127*3*5
127*3*5
127*3*5
127*3*5
127*3*5
127*3*5
127*3*5
127*3*5
127*3*5
127*3*5
127*3*5
127*3*5
127*3*5
127*3*5
127*3*5
127*3*5
127*3*5
127*3*5
127*3*5
127*3*5
127*3*5
127*3*5
127*3*5

Number of correct
matches per second
1457.01
956.16
318.01
390.97
1455.19
1568.79
1275.43
280.43
696.30
1414.50
879.92
920.44
698.46
908.02
2736.88
454.34
1373.78
2065.00
275.13
320.69
202.39
266.44
289.84

hand, minimum number of correct matches per second belongs to the combination of BRISK-SIFT. Conversely,
the maximum number of correct matches per second belongs FAST-BRIEF. Furthermore, SURF-SIFT has the
longest running time. If SIFT is used as the keypoint descriptor, the time for total computation is lower than
all the other combinations for each keypoint detector method. It can be easily estimated that the accuracy for
the 127 template images is 100% for all combinations because the template images are chosen from the query
images and they are exactly the same.
∑
Accuracy% =

(True positives + True negatives)
∑
× 100
(Total cases)

According to Eq. (1), accuracy results are calculated as

127 + 0
127 ×100

(1)

= 100% . However, giving the accuracy

rates is trivial; therefore, we formulated a diﬀerent accuracy term that includes the 3 height levels for 5 equally
separated orientations from −30◦ to 30◦ according to the current orientation and height. Thus, we obtained the
number of ground truth images by multiplying 127 template images with 3 height levels for 5 orientations, which
is given in the fifth column in the Table. If the histogram comparison value is higher than the threshold value,
which is specified as 0.9, it is accepted that this comparison is made for the same point at diﬀerent orientations.
This measure of accuracy works better because the algorithm is designed so that if any match is achieved in this
range in terms of given parameters, the robot location detected at that point is acceptable. Furthermore, in the
fourth column in the Table, the accuracy rates are given for explained situations and SIFT-SURF is the most
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Figure 3. Performance results for the diﬀerent angle cases. All angle values are given with respect to the current point
for the angle of: a. +30◦ , b. +15◦ , c. −30◦ , d. −15◦ , and e. on the current point.

accurate combination with 98.41%. Obviously, except for the combination where BRISK is used as a detector,
the best accuracy rates are achieved when the SURF is used as a keypoint descriptor.
In order to make our comparison more comprehensive, the performance results for diﬀerent orientation
cases using the query and template image matches within a rotational pose range of [−30◦ , 30◦ ] for 5 cases
are given in Figure 3. These performance results are evaluated with respect to the number of correct matches,
minimum distance metrics, and the average of angle diﬀerence values between keypoints. The lower the average
of angle diﬀerence values between keypoints and minimum distance metrics are, the higher the number of
correct matches for the best result. In summary, for all subfigures displayed in Figure 3, the lines emphasizing
the distances from the central point, which represents the best method, indicate the relative performance of
each method. Thus, as the distance grows greater, the performance becomes worse.
From Figure 3a, it is clear that all methods are scattered in a wide range in 3D space. The same
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figure indicates that FAST-SURF has the best results for all rotations, excluding the comparison given for
the same images with respect to the number of correct matches, mean angle of diﬀerences between correctly
matched keypoints, and minimum distance metrics. If we limit our comparison parameters to two of the recent
parameters for these comparison results by taking the application priorities into account, the best combination
may change. For instance, if the minimum distance metrics and the number of correct matches are important
for an application, then for 15◦ and 30◦ (i.e. narrow field of view) there are 4 best results: SURF-SURF,
SURF-BRIEF, FAST-ORB, and SURF-BRISK. It is possible to make such an informed decision for any kind
of priorities from the given performance evaluation parameters.
As the number of correct matches fluctuates between 200 and 1000 for all rotation cases, there are also
significant variations in minimum distance metrics and mean of angle diﬀerence values between keypoints. For
positive signed rotations ( 15◦ , 30◦ ), as presented in Figures 3a and 3b, the minimum distance metrics values
change between 0 and 170 pixels. On the other hand, for negative signed rotations (−15◦ , −30◦ ), as shown in
Figures 3c and 3d, minimum distance metrics values change between 0 and 300 pixels. Furthermore, mean angle
of diﬀerence values between correctly matched keypoints vary from −30◦ to 30◦ for negative signed rotations,
and from −10◦ to 40◦ for positive signed rotations.
If the comparison is given for the same image as in Figure 3e, the combinations align on a straight line at
diﬀerent points. In this case, the SURF-SURF and SURF-SIFT combinations both give the maximum number
of correct matches, and SIFT-BRIEF, ORB-BRISK, SIFT-SURF, SIFT-BRISK, and SIFT-SIFT are very close
to each other, giving the minimum number of correct matches. As a matter of course, only the number of
correct matches change between 220 and 990; other parameters are the same for all combinations.

5. Conclusion and future work
Developing good feature detectors and descriptors is still a challenging research topic. Independent from the
development of hardware, especially for embedded and/or onboard applications, as well as in any autonomous
system, parameters such as computation time, robustness, repeatability, and accuracy are crucial in the context
of soft algorithm development of feature detectors and descriptors. The usual path has been to create a new
feature detector/descriptor method by combining previous detector and descriptor methods in an eﬀective
algorithm. Our study provides more comprehensive information with more performance evaluation parameters
(in terms of accuracy and temporal costs, such as the running time from start to end, time per matched features)
and wider coverage of methods (i.e. 23 combinations). In addition to these commonly used metrics, we provide
the performance results of 19 combinations with respect to new metrics, such as mean keypoint angle diﬀerences,
number of correct matches, and the distance metrics of matches.
It is clear from our results that there are trade-oﬀs between diﬀerent parameters and performance criteria
when diﬀerent feature detector/descriptor combinations are analyzed. If a wide rotation range is desired to be
matched, then the algorithm finds weak features, and matches are not realized because of predefined threshold
values. On the other hand, if a narrow rotation range is desired, the algorithm finds too many features to match
and this causes an increase in total loop time because of an increase in number of correct matches per unit time.
The lowest total running time belongs to the combination of BRISK-BRIEF, with a 64.62% accuracy rate and
320.6933 correct matches per second. The highest running time is for SURF-SIFT, with a 68.82% accuracy
rate and 280.432 correct matches per second. Additionally, SIFT-SURF has a 98.41% accuracy rate in a total
of 35319.080 s, with 908.024 correct matches per second. Furthermore, FAST-SURF performs the best for the
angular rotations of 30◦ , 15◦ , −15◦ , and −30◦ for comparisons. Moreover, when comparing the same images,
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SURF-SURF and SURF-SIFT have the best results with respect to number of correct matches, mean of angle
of diﬀerences between correctly matched keypoints, and minimum distance metrics.
Future research in the computer vision, perception, and robotics can benefit from the results provided
in this study. From the investigated methods, the individual priorities of diﬀerent applications can easily be
reflected in combinations as the best option. To be more specific, our results can improve applications in the
object recognition field by image/object matching in diﬀerent conditions, and in the visual SLAM field by
extracting robust features with its generic outcomes.
In future work, the results of this study will be used in a real-time experiment with a wider object
database on our ongoing humanoid project UMAY [21] to extract semantic information from unknown indoor
environments. Since recognition of the environment is crucial for a robot in terms of executing or interpreting
the given tasks in a dynamical way, object recognition algorithms here can provide an optimized method to
start with processing visual information. As a consequence, this framework can be considered a basis for future
applications involving the extraction of visual semantic cues.
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